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Abstract – In this letter we investigate the dynamics of magnetic energy growth in small-scale
dynamo by studying energy transfers, mainly energy fluxes and shell-to-shell energy transfers. We
perform dynamo simulations for the magnetic Prandtl number Pm = 20 on 10243 grid using the
pseudospectral method. We demonstrate that the magnetic energy growth is caused by nonlocal
energy transfers from the large-scale or forcing-scale velocity field to small-scale magnetic field.
The peak of these energy transfers moves towards lower wave numbers as dynamo evolves, which
is the reason why the integral scale of the magnetic field increases with time. The energy transfers
U2U (velocity to velocity) and B2B (magnetic to magnetic) are forward and local.

Copyright c© EPLA, 2013

Spontaneous generation of magnetic fields in magneto-
hydrodynamics (MHD), particularly in stars, planets, and
galaxies, is known as “dynamo effect” [1]. A small seed
magnetic field is amplified by self-induced currents. It has
been argued that the swirling and twisting of the magnetic
field lines lead to this growth [2,3]. In this letter we at-
tempt to quantify the energy transfers during the dynamo
process.

The magnetic energy growth is called “small-scale dy-
namo” (SSD) or “large-scale dynamo” (LSD) depending
on the scale at which magnetic field grows maximally. Fol-
lowing Cattaneo et al. [4], in LSD (SSD), the magnetic
field is generated at characteristic lengths larger (smaller)
than those of the velocity field. The nature of dynamo
generally depends on the magnetic Prandtl number Pm,
which is the ratio of the kinematic viscosity (ν) and the
magnetic diffusivity (η) of the fluid. Typically, SSD is ob-
served for larger Pm [5], while LSD is for smaller Pm [6].
Yet, there are many exceptions. For example, both SSD
and LSD coexist in solar dynamo for which Pm � 1 [4].

Scale-dependent energy transfers in MHD have been
computed using numerical and analytical tools. Primarily
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this is done by computing various energy fluxes and
shell-to-shell energy transfers of MHD. Several simula-
tions [7–9] employed logarithmic-binned shells, while Alex-
akis et al. [10] used linearly-binned shells. For the unit
Prandtl number, these diagnostics demonstrate that un-
der steady state, the large-scale magnetic field is fed
by the large-scale velocity field. The magnetic energy
thus enhanced at large-scales cascades forward to small
scales. The magnetic energy at large scales is maintained
by this mechanism.

Moll et al. [11] employed Alexakis et al.’s method [10]
to compute energy transfers for small-scale dynamo with
high Pm. They showed that during dynamo action, ki-
netic energy at large scales is transferred to the magnetic
energy at smaller scales. In our letter we compute energy
transfers using Dar et al.’s method [7] for a small-scale
dynamo on a high-resolution grid. We observe that the
magnetic energy growth is due to nonlocal energy trans-
fers from large-scale velocity fields to small-scale magnetic
fields. The peak of these transfers shifts towards smaller
wave numbers with time, which leads to a growth of mag-
netic energy at relatively large length scales, a phenomena
observed in many numerical simulations. We also observe
a forward and local magnetic-to-magnetic energy cascade,
thus ruling out a proposed mechanism for the growth of
the large-scale magnetic field by inverse cascade.
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There are a significant number of laboratory experi-
ments [6,12,13], numerical simulations [14–17], and shell
model computations [18,19] that address the dynamo pro-
cess. It is important to contrast the energy transfer mech-
anisms for SSD and LSD. Our analysis show that in SSD,
the growth of magnetic energy takes place due to a nonlo-
cal energy transfer from large-scale velocity fields to small-
scale magnetic fields. On the contrary, in the case of LSD,
the energy transfer from the velocity field to the magnetic
field is local and predominantly at large scales.

We employ the pseudospectral method to solve the
MHD equations, which are the governing equations for
dynamo. The non-dimensional incompressible MHD equa-
tions are [1]

∂tu + (u · ∇)u = −∇
(

p

ρ

)
+

J × b
ρ

+ ν∇2u + F, (1)

∂tb + (u · ∇)b = (b · ∇)u + η∇2b, (2)
∇ · u = 0, (3)
∇ · b = 0, (4)

where u and b are the velocity and magnetic field, re-
spectively, ρ is the constant fluid density, p is the ther-
mal pressure, J = ∇ × b is the current, and F is the
external force field. We perform our simulation using a
pseudo-spectral code Tarang [20]. The simulations have
been carried out in a three-dimensional box of size (2π)3

with periodic boundary condition in all the three direc-
tions. The grid size for all the simulations is 10243. We
employ the Runge-Kutta fourth-order (RK4) scheme for
time stepping, and 2/3 rule for dealiasing.

In the present letter we focus on MHD simulations
for the high Prandtl number, for which we choose ν =
0.01, η = 0.0005, i.e., Pm = 20. We apply random
non-helical (zero kinetic and magnetic helicities) forcing to
the velocity field in a narrow wave number band k = [2, 4]
such that the energy supply rate is maintained at a con-
stant value. Following the same approach as the earlier
work by Ponty et al. [15], we first perform pure fluid sim-
ulation with ν = 0.01 until a steady state is reached. For
this state, the total kinetic energy is approximately 13, and
the Reynolds number Re is approximately 666. The ki-
netic and magnetic Reynolds numbers are defined as Re =
urmsLu/ν and Rm = urmsLu/η, respectively, where urms

is the rms speed, and Lu (= 2π
∫

k−1Eu(k)dk/
∫

Eu(k)dk)
is the velocity integral length scale of the system [15,21].
After this, we start our MHD simulations with two sets
of initial conditions. In the first set, the total magnetic
energy of 10−4 unit is distributed uniformly over a narrow
band (termed in shorthand as NB) of wave numbers (k =
[2, 4]), while in the second set, the initial magnetic energy
of 10−4 unit is distributed uniformly over a broad band
(BB; Eb(k) ∼ k2) of wave numbers (k = [2, 384]). We have
carried out simulations till tfinal ≈ 20 non-dimensional
time units. During the final stages, Lu ≈ 1.5 and urms ≈ 1
(table 1), hence one integral-scale turnover time is ap-
proximately 1.5 time units. Consequently, our simulation

Table 1: Parameters relative to during the final stages of the
simulation (near tfinal = 20 non-dimensional time unit): the
rms speed urms, the rms value of the magnetic field brms, veloc-
ity integral length scale Lu, magnetic integral length scale Lb,
Reynolds number Re, and magnetic Reynolds number Rm.

Run urms brms Lu Lb Re Rm

Pure fluid 5.09 – 1.31 – 666 –
SSD (NB) 0.86 0.80 1.67 0.56 143 2860
SSD (BB) 0.92 0.72 1.71 0.41 157 3140
LSD (NB) 1.39 0.02 1.29 0.76 896 179

has been carried out till around 13 eddy turnover time,
which is much smaller than the magnetic diffusive time
L2/η ≈ 8 × 104 (with L = 2π). Note, however, that the
magnetic energy tends to reach close to its saturated value
in 30 to 50 time units [4,5,14]. Hence our simulation starts
from the kinematic regime, and reaches somewhat near the
saturation stage. We study energy transfers in the dynamo
starting from the kinematic regime to the near saturation
regime.

We compute energy fluxes and shell-to-shell energy
transfers for the two aforementioned SSD runs at different
stages of evolution, and attempt to understand the energy
transfer mechanism for SSD. To contrast with low Prandtl
number simulation, we also simulate the MHD equation
for ν = 0.002, η = 0.01 (Pm = 0.2) with the same forcing
scheme and initial condition as NB SSD.

Now we report the growth of the magnetic field at differ-
ent stages of evolution for Pm = 20. The kinetic (Eu(k))
and magnetic (Eb(k)) energy spectra for the initial seed
field configurations, NB and BB, are illustrated in figs. 1
and 2, respectively. In the early phases, the magnetic
field grows at scales smaller than the characteristic length
of the velocity field, thus indicating a presence of small-
scale dynamo in these systems. As illustrated in fig. 1,
for the NB run, the magnetic energy gets spread out in
the wave number space in a very short time, indicating
energy transfers from the velocity modes to all the mag-
netic modes. After the aforementioned energy transfers,
the subsequent magnetic energy spectra for both the ini-
tial conditions appear to be same. Near the final stage,
the magnetic energy tends to grow at smaller wave num-
bers. In the intermediate growth phase, Eb(k) ∝ k3/2, as
predicted by the Kazantsev model of dynamo [22].

To investigate the shift of the magnetic energy to
small wave numbers, we compute the velocity integral
length scale and the magnetic integral length scale (Lb =
2π

∫
k−1Eb(k)dk/

∫
Eb(k)dk). The plots of integral length

scales with time are shown in fig. 3, which demonstrates
that Lb decreases abruptly for the NB initial condition,
which is due to the aforementioned shift of magnetic en-
ergy to intermediate and small length scales. After this
brief phase, both NB and BB initial conditions exhibit
growth of Lb, which reflects a presence of SSD. The growth
of Lb or a corresponding decrease of equivalent wave num-
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Fig. 1: (Colour on-line) Evolution of kinetic (Eu(k)) and
magnetic (Eb(k)) energy spectra for Pm = 20. The initial
seed magnetic field is applied in a narrow wave number band
k = [2, 4] (NB). The magnetic field grows at scales smaller
than the length scale of the velocity field. Eb(k) quickly
spreads out in the wave number space, after which the peak
of Eb(k) tends to shift leftwards. The magnetic energy spectra
in the intermediate phase of evolution show Kazantsev scaling
(Eb(k) ∝ k3/2).
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Fig. 2: (Colour on-line) Evolution of kinetic (Eu(k)) and mag-
netic (Eb(k)) energy spectra for Pm = 20 with the initial
seed magnetic field applied in a broad wave number band
k = [2, 384] (BB). The evolution of Eb(k) is similar to that
for the NB initial condition except at very early times.

ber kb with time is consistent with the aforementioned
shift of the magnetic energy to smaller wave numbers. The
velocity integral scale Lu however first increases then sat-
urates. Note that Lu/Lb ≈ 3 near tfinal, consistent with
the recent results of Bhat and Subramanian [21].

In fig. 4, we plot the evolution of magnetic and kinetic
energies as a function of time. The magnetic energy grows
for both NB and BB initial conditions. The NB case has
two phases of magnetic energy growth. However, the BB
initial condition has only one growth phase after a sharp
drop of Eb at very early times, which could be a transient.
The first phase of the Eb growth (Eb ∼ exp(23t)) for the
NB initial condition is due to the aforementioned rapid
energy transfer to the magnetic field at intermediate and
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Fig. 3: (Colour on-line) Plots exhibiting velocity and magnetic
integral length scales (Lu, Lb) as a function of time for Pm = 20
with the initial conditions NB (narrow band) and BB (broad
band). Lb grows with time, while Lu grows first and then
saturates. In the final phase of our simulation, Lu/Lb ≈ 3.
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Fig. 4: (Colour on-line) Evolution of kinetic energy (Eu) and
magnetic energy (Eb) for Pm = 20 when the initial mag-
netic energy is distributed uniformly in a narrow band (NB:
k = [2, 4]), and when it is distributed in a broader band (BB:
k = [2, 384]). The magnetic energy grows exponentially in two
phases for NB, and in one phase for BB.

small scales in the early phases, while the second phase
of Eb growth corresponds to the predictions of Kazantsev
model [22]; these results are similar to those of Chou [14]
and Schekochihin et al. [5]. Note that in this regime, the
exponents for the NB and BB initial conditions are differ-
ent, and they are 0.65 and 0.22, respectively. This is con-
sistent with earlier numerical results of Cattaneo et al. [4]
and Schekochihin et al. [5], according to which the dynamo
growth depends quite sensitively on the initial condition.

The integral length of the magnetic field and the mag-
netic energy appear to flatten out near the final stages
of our simulations (near tfinal = 20). However, the fi-
nal states of our simulations are at some distance away
from the final asymptotic regime because the above quan-
tities have not yet saturated. We had to stop our simula-
tions before reaching the asymptotic state due to excessive
computing time required to carry out these simulations for
10243 grids.
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Fig. 5: (Colour on-line) Plots of energy fluxes Πu<
u>, Πu<

b> , Πb<
b>, and Πb<

u> vs. k. The first three fluxes are forward, while Πb<
u>

comes with both positive and negative signs. Note that Πu<
b> (from velocity to magnetic) dominates all other fluxes. Also, Πu<

b> ,
Πb<

b> at t = 0.04 are very small, but nonzero.

After the discussion on the total energy and energy spec-
tra, we turn to the flux computations, which is one of the
main topics of this letter. The energy flux from the region
X (of wave number space) of α field to the region Y of β
field is given by [7,8,23]

Πα,X
β,Y =

∑
k∈Y

∑
p∈X

Sβα(k|p|q), (5)

where the “mode-to-mode energy transfer rate”
Sβα(k|p|q) represents energy transfer from mode p of α
field to mode k of β field with the mode q acting as a medi-
ator. Note that the triad (k,p,q) satisfies a condition k+
p + q = 0. Here we provide an expression for Sbu(k|p|q),
the energy transfer from u(p) to b(k), as an illustration:

Sbu(k|p|q) = �
(
[k · b(q)][b(k) · u(p)]

)
, (6)

where � denotes the imaginary part of the argument.
Fluid turbulence involves only one energy flux Πu<

u>(k0),
which is defined as the energy transfer from the modes
residing inside a wave number sphere of radius k0 to the
modes residing outside the sphere. Here < and > repre-
sent the modes residing inside and outside, respectively.
MHD turbulence however has six energy fluxes: Πu<

u>(k0),
Πu<

b> (k0), Πb<
b>(k0), Πb<

u>(k0), Πu<
b< (k0), and Πu>

b> (k0). Dar
et al. [7] and Verma [23] have constructed formulas to
compute these fluxes. Here we quote only one of them.
The energy flux from inside of the u-sphere of radius k0

to outside of the b-sphere of the same radius is

Πu<
b> (k0) =

∑
|k|>k0

∑
|p|<k0

Sbu(k|p|q). (7)

In fig. 5 we exhibit various energy fluxes computed using
NB simulation data. The energy flux from inner u-sphere

to outer u-sphere (Πu<
u>), inner b-sphere to outer b-sphere

(Πb<
b>), and inner u-sphere to outer b-sphere (Πu<

b> ) are all
positive. The positive value of Πb<

b> implies that the growth
of the magnetic energy at larger scales (leftward shift of
the Eb peak) is not due to any inverse cascade of magnetic
energy, as conjectured by some of the earlier work [18,
24]. The leftward shift of the peak of the Eb(k) however
is due to the shift of the dominant flux Πu<

b> to smaller
wave numbers, as exhibited in fig. 5. The energy flux
Πb<

u>, which has both signs, is much smaller compared to
the aforementioned energy fluxes. We also remark that
the energy fluxes for BB initial condition have a similar
behaviour. Another important point to note is that all
the fluxes are still evolving at t ≈ 20, and they have not
reached the final steady state, yet they provided valuable
information about the energy transfers.

The energy fluxes described above provide information
on the cumulative energy transfers. To obtain a more
refined view of the energy transfers responsible for SSD,
we compute the shell-to-shell energy transfer rates. In
MHD, there are three kinds of shell-to-shell energy trans-
fer rates [7,23]: from velocity to velocity field (U2U), from
magnetic to magnetic (B2B), and from velocity to mag-
netic (U2B). The shell-to-shell energy transfer from the
m-th shell of α field to the n-th shell of β field is defined
as [7,8,23]

T β,α
n,m =

∑
k∈n

∑
p∈m

Sβα(k|p|q). (8)

For example, the shell-to-shell energy transfer rate from
the m-th shell of the u field to the n-th shell of the b field is

T b,u
n,m =

∑
k∈n

∑
p∈m

Sbu(k|p|q). (9)
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Fig. 6: (Colour on-line) Shell-to-shell energy transfer rates for
small-scale dynamo (Pm = 20) with NB initial condition: U2U
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The shell-to-shell energy transfer rates for the NB ini-
tial condition is shown in fig. 6, while those for BB case
is shown in fig. 7. In both the cases, the radii of the
wave number shells are: 2, 4, 8, 9.8, 12, 14.8, 18.1, 22.2,
27.2, 33.4, 40.9, 50.2, 61.5, 75.4, 92.5, 113.4, 139, 170.5,
341, and 512. The U2U and B2B energy transfers are
forward, i.e., the energy is transferred from smaller wave
numbers to larger wave numbers. Also, the energy trans-
fers are local, i.e., dominantly among the neighbouring
wave number shells. The U2U energy transfers are large
in the initial stage, but their magnitudes decrease with
time. Also, at later phases Eu is concentrated at smaller
wave numbers (non-Kolmogorov) since Re becomes rela-
tively low in this regime. Consequently, near t = tfinal, the
U2U shell-to-shell transfer is significant only for small n,
as exhibited in figs. 6(d1) and 7(c1).

One of the most interesting features of the shell-to-
shell transfers is that the U2B energy transfers are for-
ward as well as nonlocal, except in the very early stages
(e.g., in fig. 6(a3) at t = 0.04). Note that the U2B
transfers involve interactions among velocity and magnetic
modes [7–9,23,25]. Therefore, at later phase, the U2B
transfer is nonlocal because the velocity modes dominate
at small wave numbers, while the magnetic modes at large
wave numbers; the small-k u modes interact with large-k
B modes. We observe that near t ≈ 0, the U2B trans-
fers are local for the NB case since Eb(k) is not spread
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fig. 6. The three energy transfers U2U , B2B, and U2B are
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out as much. On the contrary, for the BB case, the last
magnetic shell receives energy from all the velocity shells
since Eb(k) peaks at the last shell. Our computations
also reveal that the peak of nonlocal U2B transfer shifts
towards lower wave numbers as dynamo evolves, which is
the reason for the shift of magnetic energy to smaller wave
numbers with time. We must however point out that the
nonlocality in U2B energy transfer could get significant
contributions from a possible correlations between the U
and B fields induced by forcing [9].

To contrast the energy transfers mechanisms between
SSD and LSD, we compute shell-to-shell energy transfers
for Pm = 0.2, which is a sample of low Prandtl number. In
fig. 8 we present U2U,B2B and U2B shell-to-shell trans-
fers for this case at t = 3.69, which is in the intermediate
stage of the Eb growth. The U2U and B2B transfers
are local as expected. The U2B transfers are also pre-
dominantly local, but with a weak nonlocal component,
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which could be due to field correlations induced by the
external forcing [9]. The predominantly local nature of
energy transfers is due to the fact that both Eu(k) and
Eb(k) are significant at small wave numbers, unlike the
SSD case in which Eb(k) is significant only at large wave
numbers. A detailed comparison between the energy
transfers in SSD and LSD will be presented in a future
paper.

The above results on energy transfers demonstrate
that the energy fluxes and shell-to-shell energy transfer
rates provide very valuable information on the growth
mechanism of the magnetic field. We show that for high
magnetic Prandtl numbers, the kinetic energy tends to be
concentrated in the smaller and intermediate wave number
regions. However, the magnetic field is spread out in the
wave number space with large wave number modes con-
taining significant magnetic energy. As a result, a nonlocal
energy transfer takes place from small wave number veloc-
ity modes to large wave number magnetic modes (U2B).
This process is responsible for the growth of the mag-
netic field at large wave numbers or small length scales.
These results are consistent with the Moll et al.’s find-
ings [11], yet our simulations provide further insights into
locality as well as magnitudes of energy transfers. Our
findings are contrary to the earlier conjectures that the
shift of the magnetic energy peak to smaller wave num-
bers (for non-helical dynamos) is due to an inverse cas-
cade of magnetic energy from small length scales to large
length scales [18,24]. We also point out that energy trans-
fer processes for Pm near unity [7–11] have significant dif-
ferences with those for Pm = 20 shown here. We also show
that the above energy transfers at final stages are quali-
tatively similar for two different seed fields (narrow band
at low wave numbers, and uniform broad band), but the
growth rate of the magnetic energy depends on the initial
condition.

In summary, the energy transfer studies of small-scale
dynamo provide valuable insights into the dynamics of
magnetic energy growth. A generalization of this analysis
to large-scale dynamo would be very valuable for under-
standing the dynamo mechanism.
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